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&lt;p&gt;For Black Ops II&#39;s second DLC, entitled &quot;Uprising&quot;, comed

ian J.B. Smoove joined Stormare in the second production of The Replacers,&#1282

01; in which the two maintain a haphazard relationship. Stormare normally acts a

s a mentor to the new replacer Smoove by&#128201; pointing out his various quirk

s while doing his job, such as his poor performance defending his client while h

e replaces&#128201; a lawyer, admitting that he might be guilty.&lt;/p&gt;
&lt;p&gt;Call of Duty: Black Ops II received &quot;generally positive&quot; revi

ews for the PlayStation&#128201; 3, Xbox 360, and Wii U versions, but &quot;mixe

d or average&quot; reviews for the PC version, according to review aggregator&#1

28201; Metacritic.[65][66][67][68] IGN editor Anthony Gallegos describes the gam

e as &quot;a good example of how to evolve an annualized franchise&quot;.[74] Ga

llegos&#128201; praised the game for telling a story was genuinely interesting a

nd creating a villain that he empathised with to the&#128201; point of questioni

ng his own actions over the course of the story. Gallegos directed criticisms at

 the artificial intelligence of&#128201; allies in Strike Force mode and at the 

ending of the campaign, which he felt was disappointing even though he&#128201; 

was aware that the outcome was directly influenced by the choices he made.&lt;/p

&gt;
&lt;p&gt;^ as depicted in the first game ^&#128201; The &quot;Strike Force&quot;

 mission &quot;Second Chance&quot; must be completed to rescue Lynch if the latt

er occurs, but can also be&#128201; failed. ^ If Lynch was rescued and Farid is 

alive, he will die either shielding her from Salazar or killing&#128201; DeFalco

 (if the latter is alive); if Farid is dead, Lynch will be killed by Salazar or 

DeFalco. ^ The&#128201; President of France will also be killed depending on the

 player&#39;s actions.&lt;/p&gt;
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